
Excerpt from Pa Flickingers Folks The women folks stopped at the hydrant to pass the time of day, when they were not pass ing it in the
back yard and the men washed their hands and faces there morning and night, if the weather permitted, and exchanged husky notes about
the factory where they worked, or some strike in a distant city, whose garbled de tails had drifted circuitously into their con sciousness, or
the amazing loss of life in the eastern war, where the blamed fools didnt know enough to stop scrappin when they was throug ‐ this from
Pa Flickinger, who was the oracle of the family. A cement walk lay in front of the lawns, making the best possible thoroughfare for iron
wheeled express‐wagons, and especially pat ronized by Butch. It was also a fashionable promenade, where Opal, while pushing Beulah or
the twins, Janice and jasper, could meet other little girls, similarly encumbered, and stop occasionally for matronly chats. About the
Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is
a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state‐of‐the‐art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such as
a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any
imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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